
Lenovo Managed Endpoint
Move your IT team past the endpoint and get  
their heads into engaging projects
Hybrid working has given employees the possibility of working from anywhere and everywhere. 
But they’re still expecting their devices to be just as efficient as they were in the office. Now that 
IT teams are mostly managing remote devices, their day-to-day has filled up with updates and 
patches, rebooting and upgrading – and not much use of their skills.

With Lenovo Managed Endpoint, you can set them free. By bringing all your laptops, PCs, tablets 
and mobile phones under one centralized platform, you can trust Lenovo to take care of the 
daily tasks on your behalf. So, you can finally get your IT team back to working on what’s most 
important, while also delivering greater end user experience.

Drive productivity across the whole business
• Lift your IT team from the burden of everyday updating and  

patching and get their heads into business-critical tasks instead.

• Leverage LDI Plus predictive analytics to monitor devices and  
proactively respond to issues, enhancing end-user experience  
through better business insights. 

• Reduce supply chain complexity and costs with all your devices  
under one management system.

Lenovo Device Intelligence Plus
It maximizes your device fleet performance and oversees its health, 
delivering deeper levels of persona analysis, productivity impact 
assessment and asset optimization for better employee experience.  
It includes:

• Professional tech experts 
& customer success team

• Device health performance 
monitoring & insights

• Employee Digital 
Experience Management

• Implementation  
& Steady-State Services

• Incident Management 
& Remediation

• IT resource 
planning consultancy
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Be more flexible than your workforce
• Take advantage of a flexible monthly plan and scale your devices  

up and down with your company’s needs.

• Choose an OpEx plan for a more manageable payment over traditional 
device purchasing.

• Manage Apple as well as Microsoft and Android devices seamlessly 
through Intune with Jamf integration.

• Have employees’ own devices covered by the same  
centralized platform.

Get a trusted partner to manage your devices
• Rest assured your devices are in safe hands with the #1 largest  

PC company in the world1.

• Count on the #1 company in customer support to help you retain  
talent and grow your business2.

• Ensure your devices are secure with regular updates and patches  
all taken care of by Lenovo, Microsoft preferred partnership3.

• Let a Top 25 supply chain ranking simplify your device lifecycle  
and ensure you always get the best value4.

Still on-prem?
No worries! We can easily move you to the cloud with Lenovo Migration Service. 
Then, we’ll take it from there with Lenovo Managed Endpoint.

Ready to empower  
your IT team?
Get in touch with one of our Lenovo reps. 

1 DC Market Intelligence Firm 2022 
2 Technology Business Research Study 2020 
3 Microsoft 2022 partner of the year
4 Gartner 2022


